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Item Description Start price

1 Box spring Barcelona flat 140/200 cm
 Colour: Grey
 2 x fixed container 70/200 cm
 2 x pocket spring mattress cold foam cover layers with 7 
comfort zones 70/200 cm
 at +- 22 cm thick
 350 springs per m2
Hardness medium 1 x cold foam topper 140/200 on +- 6 
cm
 thick hardness medium
 Headboard 140/102 cm
 Legs wood and around 12 pieces per set
 Total lying height 58 cm
 Lot is new
 Photos are purely indicative
 You can come and see the different models, colors and 
fabrics during our viewing
 Manufacturer's warranty: 2 years

375 €

2 Box spring Barcelona flat 140/200 cm
 Colour: Anthracite
 2 x fixed container 70/200 cm
 2 x pocket spring mattress cold foam cover layers with 7 
comfort zones 70/200 cm
 at +- 22 cm thick
 350 springs per m2
Hardness medium 1 x cold foam topper 140/200 on +- 6 
cm
 thick hardness medium
 Headboard 140/102 cm
 Legs wood and around 12 pieces per set
 Total lying height 58 cm
 Lot is new
 Photos are purely indicative
 You can come and see the different models, colors and 
fabrics during our viewing
 Manufacturer's warranty: 2 years

375 €
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3 Box spring Barcelona flat 140/200 cm
 Colour black
 2 x fixed container 70/200 cm
 2 x pocket spring mattress cold foam cover layers with 7 
comfort zones 70/200 cm
 at +- 22 cm thick
 350 springs per m2
Hardness medium 1 x cold foam topper 140/200 on +- 6 
cm
 thick hardness medium
 Headboard 140/102 cm
 Legs wood and around 12 pieces per set
 Total lying height 58 cm
 Lot is new
 Photos are purely indicative
 You can come and see the different models, colors and 
fabrics during our viewing
 Manufacturer's warranty: 2 years

375 €

4 Box spring Barcelona flat 160/200 cm
 Colour: Grey
 2 x fixed tray 80/200 cm
 2 x pocket spring mattress cold foam cover layers with 7 
comfort zones 80/200 cm
 at +- 22 cm thick
 350 springs per m2
Hardness medium 1 x cold foam topper 160/200 on +- 6 
cm
 thick hardness medium
 Headboard 160/102 cm
 Legs wood and around 12 pieces per set
 Total lying height 58 cm
 Lot is new
 Photos are purely indicative
 You can come and see the different models, colors and 
fabrics during our viewing
 Manufacturer's warranty: 2 years

400 €

5 Box spring Barcelona flat 160/200 cm
 Colour: Anthracite
 2 x fixed tray 80/200 cm
 2 x pocket spring mattress cold foam cover layers with 7 
comfort zones 80/200 cm

400 €
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 at +- 22 cm thick
 350 springs per m2
Hardness medium 1 x cold foam topper 160/200 on +- 6 
cm
 thick hardness medium
 Headboard 160/102 cm
 Legs wood and around 12 pieces per set
 Total lying height 58 cm
 Lot is new
 Photos are purely indicative
 You can come and see the different models, colors and 
fabrics during our viewing
 Manufacturer's warranty: 2 years

6 Box spring Barcelona flat 160/200 cm
 Colour black
 2 x fixed tray 80/200 cm
 2 x pocket spring mattress cold foam cover layers with 7 
comfort zones 80/200 cm
 at +- 22 cm thick
 350 springs per m2
Hardness medium 1 x cold foam topper 160/200 on +- 6 
cm
 thick hardness medium
 Headboard 160/102 cm
 Legs wood and around 12 pieces per set
 Total lying height 58 cm
 

400 €

7 Box spring Barcelona flat 180/200 cm
 Colour: Grey
 2 x fixed container 90/200 cm
 2 x pocket spring mattress cold foam cover layers with 7 
comfort zones 90/200 cm
 at +- 22 cm thick
 350 springs per m2
Hardness medium 1 x cold foam topper 180/200 on +- 6 
cm
 thick hardness medium
 Headboard 180/102 cm
 Legs wood and around 12 pieces per set

425 €
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 Total lying height 58 cm
 Lot is new
 Photos are purely indicative
 You can come and see the different models, colors and 
fabrics during our viewing
 Manufacturer's warranty: 2 years

8 Box spring Barcelona flat 180/200 cm
 Colour: Anthracite
 2 x fixed container 90/200 cm
 2 x pocket spring mattress cold foam cover layers with 7 
comfort zones 90/200 cm
 at +- 22 cm thick
 350 springs per m2
Hardness medium 1 x cold foam topper 180/200 on +- 6 
cm
 thick hardness medium
 Headboard 180/102 cm
 Legs wood and around 12 pieces per set
 Total lying height 58 cm
 Lot is new
 Photos are purely indicative
 You can come and see the different models, colors and 
fabrics during our viewing
 Manufacturer's warranty: 2 years

425 €

9 Box spring Barcelona flat 180/200 cm
 Colour black
 2 x fixed container 90/200 cm
 2 x pocket spring mattress cold foam cover layers with 7 
comfort zones 90/200 cm
 at +- 22 cm thick
 350 springs per m2
Hardness medium 1 x cold foam topper 180/200 on +- 6 
cm
 thick hardness medium
 Headboard 180/102 cm
 Legs wood and around 12 pieces per set
 Total lying height 58 cm
 Lot is new
 Photos are purely indicative
 You can come and see the different models, colors and 
fabrics during our viewing

425 €
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 Manufacturer's warranty: 2 years

10 Box spring Barcelona flat 180/210 cm
 Colour: Grey
 2 x fixed container 90/210 cm
 2 x pocket spring mattress cold foam cover layers with 7 
comfort zones 90/210 cm
 at +- 22 cm thick
 350 springs per m2
Hardness medium 1 x cold foam topper 180/210 on +- 6 
cm
 thick hardness medium
 Headboard 180/102 cm
 Legs wood and around 12 pieces per set
 Total lying height 58 cm
 Lot is new
 Photos are purely indicative
 You can come and see the different models, colors and 
fabrics during our viewing
 Manufacturer's warranty: 2 years

450 €

11 Box spring Barcelona flat 180/210 cm
 Colour: Anthracite
 2 x fixed container 90/210 cm
 2 x pocket spring mattress cold foam cover layers with 7 
comfort zones 90/210 cm
 at +- 22 cm thick
 350 springs per m2
Hardness medium 1 x cold foam topper 180/210 on +- 6 
cm
 thick hardness medium
 Headboard 180/102 cm
 Legs wood and around 12 pieces per set
 Total lying height 58 cm
 Lot is new
 Photos are purely indicative
 You can come and see the different models, colors and 
fabrics during our viewing
 Manufacturer's warranty: 2 years

450 €
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12 Box spring Barcelona flat 180/210 cm
 Colour black
 2 x fixed container 90/210 cm
 2 x pocket spring mattress cold foam cover layers with 7 
comfort zones 90/210 cm
 at +- 22 cm thick
 350 springs per m2
Hardness medium 1 x cold foam topper 180/210 on +- 6 
cm
 thick hardness medium
 Headboard 180/102 cm
 Legs wood and around 12 pieces per set
 Total lying height 58 cm
 Lot is new
 Photos are purely indicative
 You can come and see the different models, colors and 
fabrics during our viewing
 Manufacturer's warranty: 2 years

450 €

13 Box spring Barcelona Deluxe flat 160/200 cm
 Colour: Grey
 2 x fixed tray 80/200 cm
 2 x upholstered pocket spring mattress cold foam cover 
layers with 7 comfort zones 80/200 cm
 at +- 21 cm thick
 350 springs per m2
Hardness medium 1 x cold foam topper 160/200 on +- 6 
cm
 thick hardness medium
 Headboard 160/102 cm
 Legs wood and around 12 pieces per set
 Total lying height 58 cm
 Lot is new
 Photos are purely indicative
 You can come and see the different models, colors and 
fabrics during our viewing
 Manufacturer's warranty: 2 years

460 €

14 Box spring Barcelona Deluxe flat 160/200 cm
 Colour: Anthracite
 2 x fixed tray 80/200 cm
 2 x upholstered pocket spring mattress cold foam cover 
layers with 7 comfort zones 80/200 cm

460 €
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 at +- 21 cm thick
 350 springs per m2
Hardness medium 1 x cold foam topper 160/200 on +- 6 
cm
 thick hardness medium
 Headboard 160/102 cm
 Legs wood and around 12 pieces per set
 Total lying height 58 cm
 Lot is new
 Photos are purely indicative
 You can come and see the different models, colors and 
fabrics during our viewing
 Manufacturer's warranty: 2 years

15 Box spring Barcelona Deluxe flat 160/200 cm
 Colour black
 2 x fixed tray 80/200 cm
 2 x upholstered pocket spring mattress cold foam cover 
layers with 7 comfort zones 80/200 cm
 at +- 21 cm thick
 350 springs per m2
Hardness medium 1 x cold foam topper 160/200 on +- 6 
cm
 thick hardness medium
 Headboard 160/102 cm
 Legs wood and around 12 pieces per set
 Total lying height 58 cm
 Lot is new
 Photos are purely indicative
 You can come and see the different models, colors and 
fabrics during our viewing
 Manufacturer's warranty: 2 years

460 €

16 Box spring Barcelona Deluxe flat 180/200 cm
 Colour: Grey
 2 x fixed container 90/200 cm
 2 x upholstered pocket spring mattress cold foam covers 
with 7 comfort zones 90/200 cm
 at +- 21 cm thick
 350 springs per m2
Hardness medium 1 x cold foam topper 180/200 on +- 6 
cm
 thick hardness medium

480 €
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 Headboard 180/102 cm
 Legs wood and around 12 pieces per set
 Total lying height 58 cm
 Lot is new
 Photos are purely indicative
 You can come and see the different models, colors and 
fabrics during our viewing
 Manufacturer's warranty: 2 years

17 Box spring Barcelona Deluxe flat 180/200 cm
 Colour: Anthracite
 2 x fixed container 90/200 cm
 2 x upholstered pocket spring mattress cold foam covers 
with 7 comfort zones 90/200 cm
 at +- 21 cm thick
 350 springs per m2
Hardness medium 1 x cold foam topper 180/200 on +- 6 
cm
 thick hardness medium
 Headboard 180/102 cm
 Legs wood and around 12 pieces per set
 Total lying height 58 cm
 Lot is new
 Photos are purely indicative
 You can come and see the different models, colors and 
fabrics during our viewing
 Manufacturer's warranty: 2 years

480 €

18 Box spring Barcelona Deluxe flat 180/200 cm
 Colour black
 2 x fixed container 90/200 cm
 2 x upholstered pocket spring mattress cold foam covers 
with 7 comfort zones 90/200 cm
 at +- 21 cm thick
 350 springs per m2
Hardness medium 1 x cold foam topper 180/200 on +- 6 
cm
 thick hardness medium
 Headboard 180/102 cm
 Legs wood and around 12 pieces per set
 Total lying height 58 cm
 Lot is new
 Photos are purely indicative

480 €
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 You can come and see the different models, colors and 
fabrics during our viewing
 Manufacturer's warranty: 2 years

19 Box spring Barcelona Deluxe flat 180/210 cm
 Colour: Grey
 2 x fixed container 90/210 cm
 2 x upholstered pocket spring mattress cold foam covers 
with 7 comfort zones 90/210 cm
 at +- 21 cm thick
 350 springs per m2
Hardness medium 1 x cold foam topper 180/210 on +- 6 
cm
 thick hardness medium
 Headboard 180/102 cm
 Legs wood and around 12 pieces per set
 Total lying height 58 cm
 Lot is new
 Photos are purely indicative
 You can come and see the different models, colors and 
fabrics during our viewing
 Manufacturer's warranty: 2 years

500 €

20 Box spring Barcelona Deluxe flat 180/210 cm
 Colour: Anthracite
 2 x fixed container 90/210 cm
 2 x upholstered pocket spring mattress cold foam covers 
with 7 comfort zones 90/210 cm
 at +- 21 cm thick
 350 springs per m2
Hardness medium 1 x cold foam topper 180/210 on +- 6 
cm
 thick hardness medium
 Headboard 180/102 cm
 Legs wood and around 12 pieces per set
 Total lying height 58 cm
 Lot is new
 Photos are purely indicative
 You can come and see the different models, colors and 
fabrics during our viewing
 Manufacturer's warranty: 2 years

500 €
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21 Box spring Barcelona Deluxe flat 180/210 cm
 Colour black
 2 x fixed container 90/210 cm
 2 x upholstered pocket spring mattress cold foam covers 
with 7 comfort zones 90/210 cm
 at +- 21 cm thick
 350 springs per m2
Hardness medium 1 x cold foam topper 180/210 on +- 6 
cm
 thick hardness medium
 Headboard 180/102 cm
 Legs wood and around 12 pieces per set
 Total lying height 58 cm
 Lot is new
 Photos are purely indicative
 You can come and see the different models, colors and 
fabrics during our viewing
 Manufacturer's warranty: 2 years

500 €

22 Box spring Barcelona Premium Deluxe flat 160/200 cm
 Colour: Grey
 2 x fixed tray 80/200 cm
 2 x upholstered pocket spring mattress cold foam cover 
layers with 7 comfort zones 80/200 cm
 at +- 21 cm thick
 350 springs per m2
Hardness medium 1 x cold foam topper 160/200 on +- 6 
cm
 thick hardness medium
 Very luxurious headboard 160/110 cm
 Legs wood and around 12 pieces per set
 Total lying height 58 cm
 Lot is new
 Photos are purely indicative
 You can come and see the different models, colors and 
fabrics during our viewing
 Manufacturer's warranty: 2 years

560 €

23 Box spring Barcelona Premium Deluxe flat 160/200 cm
 Colour: Anthracite
 2 x fixed tray 80/200 cm
 2 x upholstered pocket spring mattress cold foam cover 
layers with 7 comfort zones 80/200 cm

560 €
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 at +- 21 cm thick
 350 springs per m2
Hardness medium 1 x cold foam topper 160/200 on +- 6 
cm
 thick hardness medium
 Very luxurious headboard 160/110 cm
 Legs wood and around 12 pieces per set
 Total lying height 58 cm
 Lot is new
 Photos are purely indicative
 You can come and see the different models, colors and 
fabrics during our viewing
 Manufacturer's warranty: 2 years

24 Box spring Barcelona Premium Deluxe flat 160/200 cm
 Colour black
 2 x fixed tray 80/200 cm
 2 x upholstered pocket spring mattress cold foam cover 
layers with 7 comfort zones 80/200 cm
 at +- 21 cm thick
 350 springs per m2
Hardness medium 1 x cold foam topper 160/200 on +- 6 
cm
 thick hardness medium
 Very luxurious headboard 160/110 cm
 Legs wood and around 12 pieces per set
 Total lying height 58 cm
 Lot is new
 Photos are purely indicative
 You can come and see the different models, colors and 
fabrics during our viewing
 Manufacturer's warranty: 2 years

560 €

25 Box spring Barcelona Premium Deluxe flat 180/200 cm
 Colour: Grey
 2 x fixed container 90/200 cm
 2 x upholstered pocket spring mattress cold foam covers 
with 7 comfort zones 90/200 cm
 at +- 21 cm thick
 350 springs per m2
Hardness medium 1 x cold foam topper 180/200 on +- 6 
cm
 thick hardness medium

580 €
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 Very luxurious headboard 180/110 cm
 Legs wood and around 12 pieces per set
 Total lying height 58 cm
 Lot is new
 Photos are purely indicative
 You can come and see the different models, colors and 
fabrics during our viewing
 Manufacturer's warranty: 2 years

26 Box spring Barcelona Premium Deluxe flat 180/200 cm
 Colour: Anthracite
 2 x fixed container 90/200 cm
 2 x upholstered pocket spring mattress cold foam covers 
with 7 comfort zones 90/200 cm
 at +- 21 cm thick
 350 springs per m2
Hardness medium 1 x cold foam topper 180/200 on +- 6 
cm
 thick hardness medium
 Very luxurious headboard 180/110 cm
 Legs wood and around 12 pieces per set
 Total lying height 58 cm
 Lot is new
 Photos are purely indicative
 You can come and see the different models, colors and 
fabrics during our viewing
 Manufacturer's warranty: 2 years

580 €

27 Box spring Barcelona Premium Deluxe flat 180/200 cm
 Colour black
 2 x fixed container 90/200 cm
 2 x upholstered pocket spring mattress cold foam covers 
with 7 comfort zones 90/200 cm
 at +- 21 cm thick
 350 springs per m2
Hardness medium 1 x cold foam topper 180/200 on +- 6 
cm
 thick hardness medium
 Very luxurious headboard 180/110 cm
 Legs wood and around 12 pieces per set
 Total lying height 58 cm
 Lot is new
 Photos are purely indicative

580 €
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 You can come and see the different models, colors and 
fabrics during our viewing
 Manufacturer's warranty: 2 years

28 Box spring Barcelona Premium Deluxe flat 180/210 cm
 Colour: Grey
 2 x fixed container 90/210 cm
 2 x upholstered pocket spring mattress cold foam covers 
with 7 comfort zones 90/210 cm
 at +- 21 cm thick
 350 springs per m2
Hardness medium 1 x cold foam topper 180/210 on +- 6 
cm
 thick hardness medium
 Very luxurious headboard 180/110 cm
 Legs wood and around 12 pieces per set
 Total lying height 58 cm
 Lot is new
 Photos are purely indicative
 You can come and see the different models, colors and 
fabrics during our viewing
 Manufacturer's warranty: 2 years

600 €

31 Spring-loaded Boxspring Modern flat 160/200 cm
 Colour: Anthracite
 2 x pocket sprung bucket with 5 comfort zones 80/200 cm
 at 27 cm
 high
 2 x upholstered pocket spring mattress cold foam cover 
layers with 7 comfort zones 80/200 cm
 at +- 21 cm thick
 350 springs per m2
Hardness medium 1 x cold foam topper 160/200 on +- 6 
cm
 thick hardness medium
 Very luxurious Headboard 173/113 cm
 Legs wood and round 8 pieces per set
 Extra high entry
 Total lying height 65 cm
 Lot is new

725 €
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32 Spring-loaded Boxspring Modern flat 160/200 cm
 Color: Sand
 2 x pocket sprung bucket with 5 comfort zones 80/200 cm
 at 27 cm
 high
 2 x upholstered pocket spring mattress cold foam cover 
layers with 7 comfort zones 80/200 cm
 at +- 21 cm thick
 350 springs per m2
Hardness medium 1 x cold foam topper 160/200 on +- 6 
cm
 thick hardness medium
 Very luxurious Headboard 173/113 cm
 Legs wood and round 8 pieces per set
 Extra high entry
 Total lying height 65 cm
 Lot is new

725 €

34 Spring-loaded Boxspring Modern flat 180/200 cm
 Colour: Grey
 2 x pocket sprung box with 5 comfort zones 90/200 cm
 at 27 cm
 high
 2 x upholstered pocket spring mattress cold foam covers 
with 7 comfort zones 90/200 cm
 at +- 21 cm thick
 350 springs per m2
Hardness medium 1 x cold foam topper 180/200 on +- 6 
cm
 thick hardness medium
 Very luxurious Headboard 193/113 cm
 Legs wood and round 8 pieces per set
 Extra high entry
 Total lying height 65 cm
 Lot is new

775 €

35 Electric adjustable box spring Moon 160/200 cm
 Colour: Grey
 2 x plinth with motor and remote control 80/200 cm
 2 x upholstered and integrated pocket spring mattress 
cold foam cover layers with 7 comfort zones 80/200 cm
 350 springs per m2
Hardness medium 1 x High-quality cold foam topper 

825 €
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160/200 with split in the main part at +- 8 cm
 thick hardness medium
 Headboard 180/110 cm
 Legs plastic and around 12 pieces per set
 Extra high entry
 Total lying height 71 cm
 Lot is new
 Photos are purely indicative
 You can come and see the different models, colors and 
fabrics during our viewing
 Manufacturer's warranty: 2 years

36 Electric adjustable box spring Moon 160/200 cm
 Color: Sand
 2 x plinth with motor and remote control 80/200 cm
 2 x upholstered and integrated pocket spring mattress 
cold foam cover layers with 7 comfort zones 80/200 cm
 350 springs per m2
Hardness medium 1 x High-quality cold foam topper 
160/200 with split in the main part at +- 8 cm
 thick hardness medium
 Headboard 180/110 cm
 Legs plastic and around 12 pieces per set
 Extra high entry
 Total lying height 71 cm
 Lot is new
 Photos are purely indicative
 You can come and see the different models, colors and 
fabrics during our viewing
 Manufacturer's warranty: 2 years

825 €

37 Electric adjustable box spring Moon 160/200 cm
 Colour black
 2 x plinth with motor and remote control 80/200 cm
 2 x upholstered and integrated pocket spring mattress 
cold foam cover layers with 7 comfort zones 80/200 cm
 350 springs per m2
Hardness medium 1 x High-quality cold foam topper 
160/200 with split in the main part at +- 8 cm
 thick hardness medium
 Headboard 180/110 cm
 Legs plastic and around 12 pieces per set
 Extra high entry

825 €
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 Total lying height 71 cm
 Lot is new
 Photos are purely indicative
 You can come and see the different models, colors and 
fabrics during our viewing
 Manufacturer's warranty: 2 years

38 Electric adjustable box spring Moon 180/200 cm
 Colour: Grey
 2 x plinth with motor and remote control 90/200 cm
 2 x upholstered and integrated pocket spring mattress 
cold foam cover layers with 7 comfort zones 90/200 cm
 350 springs per m2
Hardness medium 1 x High-quality cold foam topper 
180/200 with split in the main part at +- 8 cm
 thick hardness medium
 Headboard 200/110 cm
 Legs plastic and around 12 pieces per set
 Extra high entry
 Total lying height 71 cm
 Lot is new
 Photos are purely indicative
 You can come and see the different models, colors and 
fabrics during our viewing
 Manufacturer's warranty: 2 years

825 €

39 Electric adjustable box spring Moon 180/200 cm
 Color: Sand
 2 x plinth with motor and remote control 90/200 cm
 2 x upholstered and integrated pocket spring mattress 
cold foam cover layers with 7 comfort zones 90/200 cm
 350 springs per m2
Hardness medium 1 x High-quality cold foam topper 
180/200 with split in the main part at +- 8 cm
 thick hardness medium
 Headboard 200/110 cm
 Legs plastic and around 12 pieces per set
 Extra high entry
 Total lying height 71 cm
 Lot is new
 Photos are purely indicative
 You can come and see the different models, colors and 
fabrics during our viewing

825 €
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 Manufacturer's warranty: 2 years

40 Electric adjustable box spring Moon 180/200 cm
 Colour black
 2 x plinth with motor and remote control 90/200 cm
 2 x upholstered and integrated pocket spring mattress 
cold foam cover layers with 7 comfort zones 90/200 cm
 350 springs per m2
Hardness medium 1 x High-quality cold foam topper 
180/200 with split in the main part at +- 8 cm
 thick hardness medium
 Headboard 200/110 cm
 Legs plastic and around 12 pieces per set
 Extra high entry
 Total lying height 71 cm
 Lot is new
 Photos are purely indicative
 You can come and see the different models, colors and 
fabrics during our viewing
 Manufacturer's warranty: 2 years

825 €

41 Electric adjustable box spring Moon 180/210 cm
 Colour: Grey
 2 x plinth with motor and remote control 90/210 cm
 2 x upholstered and integrated pocket spring mattress 
cold foam cover layers with 7 comfort zones 90/210 cm
 350 springs per m2
Hardness medium 1 x High-quality cold foam topper 
180/210 with split in the main part at +- 8 cm
 thick hardness medium
 Headboard 200/110 cm
 Legs plastic and around 12 pieces per set
 Extra high entry
 Total lying height 71 cm
 Lot is new
 Photos are purely indicative
 You can come and see the different models, colors and 
fabrics during our viewing
 Manufacturer's warranty: 2 years

825 €
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42 Electric adjustable box spring Moon 180/210 cm
 Color: Sand
 2 x plinth with motor and remote control 90/210 cm
 2 x upholstered and integrated pocket spring mattress 
cold foam cover layers with 7 comfort zones 90/210 cm
 350 springs per m2
Hardness medium 1 x High-quality cold foam topper 
180/210 with split in the main part at +- 8 cm
 thick hardness medium
 Headboard 200/110 cm
 Legs plastic and around 12 pieces per set
 Extra high entry
 Total lying height 71 cm
 Lot is new
 Photos are purely indicative
 You can come and see the different models, colors and 
fabrics during our viewing
 Manufacturer's warranty: 2 years

825 €

43 Electric adjustable box spring Moon 180/210 cm
 Colour black
 2 x plinth with motor and remote control 90/210 cm
 2 x upholstered and integrated pocket spring mattress 
cold foam cover layers with 7 comfort zones 90/210 cm
 350 springs per m2
Hardness medium 1 x High-quality cold foam topper 
180/210 with split in the main part at +- 8 cm
 thick hardness medium
 Headboard 200/110 cm
 Legs plastic and around 12 pieces per set
 Extra high entry
 Total lying height 71 cm
 Lot is new
 Photos are purely indicative
 You can come and see the different models, colors and 
fabrics during our viewing
 Manufacturer's warranty: 2 years

825 €

44 Electric adjustable box spring Premium High End 160/200 
cm
 Colour: Grey
 2 x plinth with motor and remote control 80/200 cm
 2x pocket sprung movable tray 2 x padded pocket spring 

1.275 €
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mattress cold foam cover layers with 7 comfort zones 
80/200 cm
 350 springs per m2
Hardness medium 1 x High-quality cold foam topper 
160/200 with split in the main part at +- 8 cm
 thick hardness medium
 Luxury Headboard 180/110 cm
 Mattress stoppers at the foot end
 Legs plastic and around 12 pieces per set
 Extra high entry
 Total lying height 73 cm
 Lot is new
 Photos are purely indicative
 You can come and see the different models, colors and 
fabrics during our viewing

45 Electric adjustable box spring Premium High End 160/200 
cm
 Colour: Anthracite
 2 x plinth with motor and remote control 80/200 cm
 2x pocket sprung movable tray 2 x padded pocket spring 
mattress cold foam cover layers with 7 comfort zones 
80/200 cm
 350 springs per m2
Hardness medium 1 x High-quality cold foam topper 
160/200 with split in the main part at +- 8 cm
 thick hardness medium
 Luxury Headboard 180/110 cm
 Mattress stoppers at the foot end
 Legs plastic and around 12 pieces per set
 Extra high entry
 Total lying height 73 cm
 Lot is new
 Photos are purely indicative
 You can come and see the different models, colors and 
fabrics during our viewing

1.275 €

46 Electric adjustable box spring Premium High End 160/200 
cm
 Colour black
 2 x plinth with motor and remote control 80/200 cm
 2x pocket sprung movable tray 2 x padded pocket spring 
mattress cold foam cover layers with 7 comfort zones 

1.275 €
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80/200 cm
 350 springs per m2
Hardness medium 1 x High-quality cold foam topper 
160/200 with split in the main part at +- 8 cm
 thick hardness medium
 Luxury Headboard 180/110 cm
 Mattress stoppers at the foot end
 Legs plastic and around 12 pieces per set
 Extra high entry
 Total lying height 73 cm
 Lot is new
 Photos are purely indicative
 You can come and see the different models, colors and 
fabrics during our viewing

47 Electric adjustable box spring Premium High End 180/200 
cm
 Colour: Grey
 2 x plinth with motor and remote control 90/200 cm
 2x pocket sprung movable tray 2 x padded pocket spring 
mattress cold foam cover layers with 7 comfort zones 
90/200 cm
 350 springs per m2
Hardness medium 1 x High-quality cold foam topper 
180/200 with split in the main part at +- 8 cm
 thick hardness medium
 Luxury Headboard 200/110 cm
 Mattress stoppers at the foot end
 Legs plastic and around 12 pieces per set
 Extra high entry
 Total lying height 73 cm
 Lot is new
 Photos are purely indicative
 You can come and see the different models, colors and 
fabrics during our viewing

1.275 €

48 Electric adjustable box spring Premium High End 180/200 
cm
 Colour: Anthracite
 2 x plinth with motor and remote control 90/200 cm
 2x pocket sprung movable tray 2 x padded pocket spring 
mattress cold foam cover layers with 7 comfort zones 
90/200 cm

1.275 €
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 350 springs per m2
Hardness medium 1 x High-quality cold foam topper 
180/200 with split in the main part at +- 8 cm
 thick hardness medium
 Luxury Headboard 200/110 cm
 Mattress stoppers at the foot end
 Legs plastic and around 12 pieces per set
 Extra high entry
 Total lying height 73 cm
 Lot is new
 Photos are purely indicative
 You can come and see the different models, colors and 
fabrics during our viewing

49 Electric adjustable box spring Premium High End 180/200 
cm
 Colour black
 2 x plinth with motor and remote control 90/200 cm
 2x pocket sprung movable tray 2 x padded pocket spring 
mattress cold foam cover layers with 7 comfort zones 
90/200 cm
 350 springs per m2
Hardness medium 1 x High-quality cold foam topper 
180/200 with split in the main part at +- 8 cm
 thick hardness medium
 Luxury Headboard 200/110 cm
 Mattress stoppers at the foot end
 Legs plastic and around 12 pieces per set
 Extra high entry
 Total lying height 73 cm
 Lot is new
 Photos are purely indicative
 You can come and see the different models, colors and 
fabrics during our viewing

1.275 €

50 Electric adjustable box spring Premium High End 180/210 
cm
 Colour: Grey
 2 x plinth with motor and remote control 90/210 cm
 2x pocket sprung movable tray 2 x padded pocket spring 
mattress cold foam cover layers with 7 comfort zones 
90/210 cm
 350 springs per m2

1.295 €
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Hardness medium 1 x High-quality cold foam topper 
180/210 with split in the main part at +- 8 cm
 thick hardness medium
 Luxury Headboard 200/110 cm
 Mattress stoppers at the foot end
 Legs plastic and around 12 pieces per set
 Extra high entry
 Total lying height 73 cm
 Lot is new
 Photos are purely indicative
 You can come and see the different models, colors and 
fabrics during our viewing

51 Electric adjustable box spring Premium High End 180/210 
cm
 Colour: Anthracite
 2 x plinth with motor and remote control 90/210 cm
 2x pocket sprung movable tray 2 x padded pocket spring 
mattress cold foam cover layers with 7 comfort zones 
90/210 cm
 350 springs per m2
Hardness medium 1 x High-quality cold foam topper 
180/210 with split in the main part at +- 8 cm
 thick hardness medium
 Luxury Headboard 200/110 cm
 Mattress stoppers at the foot end
 Legs plastic and around 12 pieces per set
 Extra high entry
 Total lying height 73 cm
 Lot is new
 Photos are purely indicative
 You can come and see the different models, colors and 
fabrics during our viewing

1.295 €

52 Electric adjustable box spring Premium High End 180/210 
cm
 Colour black
 2 x plinth with motor and remote control 90/210 cm
 2x pocket sprung movable tray 2 x padded pocket spring 
mattress cold foam cover layers with 7 comfort zones 
90/210 cm
 350 springs per m2
Hardness medium 1 x High-quality cold foam topper 

1.295 €
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180/210 with split in the main part at +- 8 cm
 thick hardness medium
 Luxury Headboard 200/110 cm
 Mattress stoppers at the foot end
 Legs plastic and around 12 pieces per set
 Extra high entry
 Total lying height 73 cm
 Lot is new
 Photos are purely indicative
 You can come and see the different models, colors and 
fabrics during our viewing

53 Electric adjustable box spring Imperial 160/200 cm
 Colour: Grey
 2 x plinth with motor and remote control 80/200 cm
 2x pocket sprung movable tray 2 x padded pocket spring 
mattress cold foam cover layers with 7 comfort zones 
80/200 cm
 350 springs per m2
Hardness medium 1 x High-quality cold foam topper 
160/200 with split in the main part at +- 8 cm
 thick hardness medium
 Luxury Headboard 180/110 cm
 Mattress stoppers at the foot end
 Legs plastic and around 12 pieces per set
 Extra high entry
 Total lying height 73 cm
 Lot is new
 Photos are purely indicative
 You can come and see the different models, colors and 
fabrics during our viewing

1.295 €

54 Electric adjustable box spring Imperial 160/200 cm
 Colour: Anthracite
 2 x plinth with motor and remote control 80/200 cm
 2x pocket sprung movable tray 2 x padded pocket spring 
mattress cold foam cover layers with 7 comfort zones 
80/200 cm
 350 springs per m2
Hardness medium 1 x High-quality cold foam topper 
160/200 with split in the main part at +- 8 cm
 thick hardness medium
 Luxury Headboard 180/110 cm

1.275 €
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 Mattress stoppers at the foot end
 Legs plastic and around 12 pieces per set
 Extra high entry
 Total lying height 73 cm
 Lot is new
 Photos are purely indicative
 You can come and see the different models, colors and 
fabrics during our viewing

55 Electric adjustable box spring Imperial 160/200 cm
 Color: Sand
 2 x plinth with motor and remote control 80/200 cm
 2x pocket sprung movable tray 2 x padded pocket spring 
mattress cold foam cover layers with 7 comfort zones 
80/200 cm
 350 springs per m2
Hardness medium 1 x High-quality cold foam topper 
160/200 with split in the main part at +- 8 cm
 thick hardness medium
 Luxury Headboard 180/110 cm
 Mattress stoppers at the foot end
 Legs plastic and around 12 pieces per set
 Extra high entry
 Total lying height 73 cm
 Lot is new
 Photos are purely indicative
 You can come and see the different models, colors and 
fabrics during our viewing

1.275 €

56 Electric adjustable box spring Imperial 180/200 cm
 Colour: Grey
 2 x plinth with motor and remote control 90/200 cm
 2x pocket sprung movable tray 2 x padded pocket spring 
mattress cold foam cover layers with 7 comfort zones 
90/200 cm
 350 springs per m2
Hardness medium 1 x High-quality cold foam topper 
180/200 with split in the main part at +- 8 cm
 thick hardness medium
 Luxury Headboard 200/110 cm
 Mattress stoppers at the foot end
 Legs plastic and around 12 pieces per set
 Extra high entry

1.275 €
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 Total lying height 73 cm
 Lot is new
 Photos are purely indicative
 You can come and see the different models, colors and 
fabrics during our viewing

57 Electric adjustable box spring Imperial 180/200 cm
 Colour: Anthracite
 2 x plinth with motor and remote control 90/200 cm
 2x pocket sprung movable tray 2 x padded pocket spring 
mattress cold foam cover layers with 7 comfort zones 
90/200 cm
 350 springs per m2
Hardness medium 1 x High-quality cold foam topper 
180/200 with split in the main part at +- 8 cm
 thick hardness medium
 Luxury Headboard 200/110 cm
 Mattress stoppers at the foot end
 Legs plastic and around 12 pieces per set
 Extra high entry
 Total lying height 73 cm
 Lot is new
 Photos are purely indicative
 You can come and see the different models, colors and 
fabrics during our viewing

1.275 €

58 Electric adjustable box spring Imperial 180/200 cm
 Color: Sand
 2 x plinth with motor and remote control 90/200 cm
 2x pocket sprung movable tray 2 x padded pocket spring 
mattress cold foam cover layers with 7 comfort zones 
90/200 cm
 350 springs per m2
Hardness medium 1 x High-quality cold foam topper 
180/200 with split in the main part at +- 8 cm
 thick hardness medium
 Luxury Headboard 200/110 cm
 Mattress stoppers at the foot end
 Legs plastic and around 12 pieces per set
 Extra high entry
 Total lying height 73 cm
 Lot is new
 Photos are purely indicative

1.275 €
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 You can come and see the different models, colors and 
fabrics during our viewing

59 Electric adjustable box spring Imperial 180/210 cm
 Colour: Grey
 2 x plinth with motor and remote control 90/210 cm
 2x pocket sprung movable tray 2 x padded pocket spring 
mattress cold foam cover layers with 7 comfort zones 
90/210 cm
 350 springs per m2
Hardness medium 1 x High-quality cold foam topper 
180/210 with split in the main part at +- 8 cm
 thick hardness medium
 Luxury Headboard 200/110 cm
 Mattress stoppers at the foot end
 Legs plastic and around 12 pieces per set
 Extra high entry
 Total lying height 73 cm
 Lot is new
 Photos are purely indicative
 You can come and see the different models, colors and 
fabrics during our viewing

1.295 €

60 Electric adjustable box spring Imperial 180/210 cm
 Colour: Anthracite
 2 x plinth with motor and remote control 90/210 cm
 2x pocket sprung movable tray 2 x padded pocket spring 
mattress cold foam cover layers with 7 comfort zones 
90/210 cm
 350 springs per m2
Hardness medium 1 x High-quality cold foam topper 
180/210 with split in the main part at +- 8 cm
 thick hardness medium
 Luxury Headboard 200/110 cm
 Mattress stoppers at the foot end
 Legs plastic and around 12 pieces per set
 Extra high entry
 Total lying height 73 cm
 Lot is new
 Photos are purely indicative
 You can come and see the different models, colors and 
fabrics during our viewing

1.295 €
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61 Electric adjustable box spring Imperial 180/210 cm
 Color: Sand
 2 x plinth with motor and remote control 90/210 cm
 2x pocket sprung movable tray 2 x padded pocket spring 
mattress cold foam cover layers with 7 comfort zones 
90/210 cm
 350 springs per m2
Hardness medium 1 x High-quality cold foam topper 
180/210 with split in the main part at +- 8 cm
 thick hardness medium
 Luxury Headboard 200/110 cm
 Mattress stoppers at the foot end
 Legs plastic and around 12 pieces per set
 Extra high entry
 Total lying height 73 cm
 Lot is new
 Photos are purely indicative
 You can come and see the different models, colors and 
fabrics during our viewing

1.295 €

62 Electric adjustable box spring Luxury 160/200 cm
 Colour: Grey
 2 x plinth with motor and remote control 80/200 cm
 2x pocket sprung movable tray 2 x padded pocket spring 
mattress cold foam cover layers with 7 comfort zones 
80/200 cm
 350 springs per m2
Hardness medium 1 x High-quality cold foam topper 
160/200 with split in the main part at +- 8 cm
 thick hardness medium
 Luxury Headboard 180/110 cm
 Mattress stoppers at the foot end
 Legs plastic and around 12 pieces per set
 Extra high entry
 Total lying height 73 cm
 Lot is new
 Photos are purely indicative
 You can come and see the different models, colors and 
fabrics during our viewing

1.275 €
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63 Electric adjustable box spring Luxury 160/200 cm
 Colour: Anthracite
 2 x plinth with motor and remote control 80/200 cm
 2x pocket sprung movable tray 2 x padded pocket spring 
mattress cold foam cover layers with 7 comfort zones 
80/200 cm
 350 springs per m2
Hardness medium 1 x High-quality cold foam topper 
160/200 with split in the main part at +- 8 cm
 thick hardness medium
 Luxury Headboard 180/110 cm
 Mattress stoppers at the foot end
 Legs plastic and around 12 pieces per set
 Extra high entry
 Total lying height 73 cm
 Lot is new
 Photos are purely indicative
 You can come and see the different models, colors and 
fabrics during our viewing

1.275 €

64 Electric adjustable box spring Luxury 160/200 cm
 Colour black
 2 x plinth with motor and remote control 80/200 cm
 2x pocket sprung movable tray 2 x padded pocket spring 
mattress cold foam cover layers with 7 comfort zones 
80/200 cm
 350 springs per m2
Hardness medium 1 x High-quality cold foam topper 
160/200 with split in the main part at +- 8 cm
 thick hardness medium
 Luxury Headboard 180/110 cm
 Mattress stoppers at the foot end
 Legs plastic and around 12 pieces per set
 Extra high entry
 Total lying height 73 cm
 Lot is new
 Photos are purely indicative
 You can come and see the different models, colors and 
fabrics during our viewing

1.275 €
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65 Electric adjustable box spring Luxury 180/200 cm
 Colour: Grey
 2 x plinth with motor and remote control 90/200 cm
 2x pocket sprung movable tray 2 x padded pocket spring 
mattress cold foam cover layers with 7 comfort zones 
90/200 cm
 350 springs per m2
Hardness medium 1 x High-quality cold foam topper 
180/200 with split in the main part at +- 8 cm
 thick hardness medium
 Luxury Headboard 200/110 cm
 Mattress stoppers at the foot end
 Legs plastic and around 12 pieces per set
 Extra high entry
 Total lying height 73 cm
 Lot is new
 Photos are purely indicative
 You can come and see the different models, colors and 
fabrics during our viewing

1.275 €

66 Electric adjustable box spring Luxury 180/200 cm
 Colour: Anthracite
 2 x plinth with motor and remote control 90/200 cm
 2x pocket sprung movable tray 2 x padded pocket spring 
mattress cold foam cover layers with 7 comfort zones 
90/200 cm
 350 springs per m2
Hardness medium 1 x High-quality cold foam topper 
180/200 with split in the main part at +- 8 cm
 thick hardness medium
 Luxury Headboard 200/110 cm
 Mattress stoppers at the foot end
 Legs plastic and around 12 pieces per set
 Extra high entry
 Total lying height 73 cm
 Lot is new
 Photos are purely indicative
 You can come and see the different models, colors and 
fabrics during our viewing

1.275 €
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67 Electric adjustable box spring Luxury 180/200 cm
 Colour black
 2 x plinth with motor and remote control 90/200 cm
 2x pocket sprung movable tray 2 x padded pocket spring 
mattress cold foam cover layers with 7 comfort zones 
90/200 cm
 350 springs per m2
Hardness medium 1 x High-quality cold foam topper 
180/200 with split in the main part at +- 8 cm
 thick hardness medium
 Luxury Headboard 200/110 cm
 Mattress stoppers at the foot end
 Legs plastic and around 12 pieces per set
 Extra high entry
 Total lying height 73 cm
 Lot is new
 Photos are purely indicative
 You can come and see the different models, colors and 
fabrics during our viewing

1.275 €

68 Electric adjustable box spring Luxury 180/210 cm
 Colour: Grey
 2 x plinth with motor and remote control 90/210 cm
 2x pocket sprung movable tray 2 x padded pocket spring 
mattress cold foam cover layers with 7 comfort zones 
90/210 cm
 350 springs per m2
Hardness medium 1 x High-quality cold foam topper 
180/210 with split in the main part at +- 8 cm
 thick hardness medium
 Luxury Headboard 200/110 cm
 Mattress stoppers at the foot end
 Legs plastic and around 12 pieces per set
 Extra high entry
 Total lying height 73 cm
 Lot is new
 Photos are purely indicative
 You can come and see the different models, colors and 
fabrics during our viewing

1.295 €
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69 Electric adjustable box spring Luxury 180/210 cm
 Colour: Anthracite
 2 x plinth with motor and remote control 90/210 cm
 2x pocket sprung movable tray 2 x padded pocket spring 
mattress cold foam cover layers with 7 comfort zones 
90/210 cm
 350 springs per m2
Hardness medium 1 x High-quality cold foam topper 
180/210 with split in the main part at +- 8 cm
 thick hardness medium
 Luxury Headboard 200/110 cm
 Mattress stoppers at the foot end
 Legs plastic and around 12 pieces per set
 Extra high entry
 Total lying height 73 cm
 Lot is new
 Photos are purely indicative
 You can come and see the different models, colors and 
fabrics during our viewing

1.295 €

70 Electric adjustable box spring Luxury 180/210 cm
 Colour black
 2 x plinth with motor and remote control 90/210 cm
 2x pocket sprung movable tray 2 x padded pocket spring 
mattress cold foam cover layers with 7 comfort zones 
90/210 cm
 350 springs per m2
Hardness medium 1 x High-quality cold foam topper 
180/210 with split in the main part at +- 8 cm
 thick hardness medium
 Luxury Headboard 200/110 cm
 Mattress stoppers at the foot end
 Legs plastic and around 12 pieces per set
 Extra high entry
 Total lying height 73 cm
 Lot is new
 Photos are purely indicative
 You can come and see the different models, colors and 
fabrics during our viewing

1.295 €
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71 2x Physio Pocket Gold 70/200 cm
 Pocket spring mattress with cold foam covers
 7 comfort zones
 350 springs per m2
 Medium hardness
 Suitable for adjustable box springs or bottoms
 Total thickness +- 22 cm
 Lot is new
 Photos are purely indicative
 You can come and see the different models, colors and 
fabrics during our viewing
 Manufacturer's warranty: 2 years
 

210 €

72 2x Physio Pocket Gold 80/200 cm
 Pocket spring mattress with cold foam covers
 7 comfort zones
 350 springs per m2
 Medium hardness
 Suitable for adjustable box springs or bottoms
 Total thickness +- 22 cm
 Lot is new
 Photos are purely indicative
 You can come and see the different models, colors and 
fabrics during our viewing
 Manufacturer's warranty: 2 years
 

230 €

73 2x Physio Pocket Gold 90/200 cm
 Pocket spring mattress with cold foam covers
 7 comfort zones
 350 springs per m2
 Medium hardness
 Suitable for adjustable box springs or bottoms
 Total thickness +- 22 cm
 Lot is new
 Photos are purely indicative
 You can come and see the different models, colors and 
fabrics during our viewing

250 €
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 Manufacturer's warranty: 2 years
 

74 2x Physio Pocket Gold 90/210 cm
 Pocket spring mattress with cold foam covers
 7 comfort zones
 350 springs per m2
 Medium hardness
 Suitable for adjustable box springs or bottoms
 Total thickness +- 22 cm
 Lot is new
 Photos are purely indicative
 You can come and see the different models, colors and 
fabrics during our viewing
 Manufacturer's warranty: 2 years
 

270 €

75 1x Physio Pocket Gold 140/200 cm
 Pocket spring mattress with cold foam covers
 7 comfort zones
 350 springs per m2
 Medium hardness
 Suitable for adjustable box springs or bottoms
 Total thickness +- 22 cm
 Lot is new
 Photos are purely indicative
 You can come and see the different models, colors and 
fabrics during our viewing
 Manufacturer's warranty: 2 years
 

210 €

76 1x Physio Pocket Gold 160/200 cm
 Pocket spring mattress with cold foam covers
 7 comfort zones
 350 springs per m2
 Medium hardness
 Suitable for adjustable box springs or bottoms

230 €
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 Total thickness +- 22 cm
 Lot is new
 Photos are purely indicative
 You can come and see the different models, colors and 
fabrics during our viewing
 Manufacturer's warranty: 2 years
 

77 1x Physio Pocket Gold 180/200 cm
 Pocket spring mattress with cold foam covers
 7 comfort zones
 350 springs per m2
 Medium hardness
 Suitable for adjustable box springs or bottoms
 Total thickness +- 22 cm
 Lot is new
 Photos are purely indicative
 You can come and see the different models, colors and 
fabrics during our viewing
 Manufacturer's warranty: 2 years
 

250 €

78 2x Physio Pocket Gold 70/200 cm
 Pocket spring mattress with cold foam covers
 7 comfort zones
 350 springs per m2
 Medium hardness
 Suitable for adjustable box springs or bottoms
 Total thickness +- 22 cm
 Lot is new
 Photos are purely indicative
 You can come and see the different models, colors and 
fabrics during our viewing
 Manufacturer's warranty: 2 years
 

210 €
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79 2x Physio Pocket Gold 80/200 cm
 Pocket spring mattress with cold foam covers
 7 comfort zones
 350 springs per m2
 Medium hardness
 Suitable for adjustable box springs or bottoms
 Total thickness +- 22 cm
 Lot is new
 Photos are purely indicative
 You can come and see the different models, colors and 
fabrics during our viewing
 Manufacturer's warranty: 2 years
 

230 €

80 2x Physio Pocket Gold 90/200 cm
 Pocket spring mattress with cold foam covers
 7 comfort zones
 350 springs per m2
 Medium hardness
 Suitable for adjustable box springs or bottoms
 Total thickness +- 22 cm
 Lot is new
 Photos are purely indicative
 You can come and see the different models, colors and 
fabrics during our viewing
 Manufacturer's warranty: 2 years
 

250 €

81 2x Physio Pocket Gold 90/210 cm
 Pocket spring mattress with cold foam covers
 7 comfort zones
 350 springs per m2
 Medium hardness
 Suitable for adjustable box springs or bottoms
 Total thickness +- 22 cm
 Lot is new
 Photos are purely indicative
 You can come and see the different models, colors and 
fabrics during our viewing

270 €
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 Manufacturer's warranty: 2 years
 

82 1x Physio Pocket Gold 140/200 cm
 Pocket spring mattress with cold foam covers
 7 comfort zones
 350 springs per m2
 Medium hardness
 Suitable for adjustable box springs or bottoms
 Total thickness +- 22 cm
 Lot is new
 Photos are purely indicative
 You can come and see the different models, colors and 
fabrics during our viewing
 Manufacturer's warranty: 2 years
 

210 €

83 1x Physio Pocket Gold 160/200 cm
 Pocket spring mattress with cold foam covers
 7 comfort zones
 350 springs per m2
 Medium hardness
 Suitable for adjustable box springs or bottoms
 Total thickness +- 22 cm
 Lot is new
 Photos are purely indicative
 You can come and see the different models, colors and 
fabrics during our viewing
 Manufacturer's warranty: 2 years
 

230 €

84 1x Physio Pocket Gold 180/200 cm
 Pocket spring mattress with cold foam covers
 7 comfort zones
 350 springs per m2
 Medium hardness
 Suitable for adjustable box springs or bottoms

250 €
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 Total thickness +- 22 cm
 Lot is new
 Photos are purely indicative
 You can come and see the different models, colors and 
fabrics during our viewing
 Manufacturer's warranty: 2 years
 

85 2x Micro Pocket Square 90/200 cm
 Micro pocket spring mattress with cold foam covers
 7 comfort zones
 500 micro springs per m2
 Medium hardness
 Suitable for adjustable box springs or bottoms
 Total thickness +- 24 cm
 Lot is new
 Photos are purely indicative
 You can come and see the different models, colors and 
fabrics during our viewing
 Manufacturer's warranty: 2 years
 

365 €

86 2x Micro Pocket Square 90/210 cm
 Micro pocket spring mattress with cold foam covers
 7 comfort zones
 500 micro springs per m2
 Medium hardness
 Suitable for adjustable box springs or bottoms
 Total thickness +- 24 cm
 Lot is new
 Photos are purely indicative
 You can come and see the different models, colors and 
fabrics during our viewing
 Manufacturer's warranty: 2 years
 

390 €
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87 2x Physio pocket gold Micro 80/200 cm
 Micro pocket spring mattress with cold foam covers
 7 comfort zones
 500 micro springs per m2
 Medium hardness
 With 3d ventilation
 Suitable for adjustable box springs or bottoms
 Total thickness +- 25 cm
 Lot is new
 Photos are purely indicative
 You can come and see the different models, colors and 
fabrics during our viewing
 Manufacturer's warranty: 2 years
 

425 €

88 2x Physio pocket gold Micro 90/200 cm
 Micro pocket spring mattress with cold foam covers
 7 comfort zones
 500 micro springs per m2
 Medium hardness
 With 3d ventilation
 Suitable for adjustable box springs or bottoms
 Total thickness +- 25 cm
 Lot is new
 Photos are purely indicative
 You can come and see the different models, colors and 
fabrics during our viewing
 Manufacturer's warranty: 2 years
 

475 €

89 BULK 6x Physio Pocket Gold 80/200 cm
 Pocket spring mattress with cold foam covers
 7 comfort zones
 350 springs per m2
 Medium hardness
 Suitable for adjustable box springs or bottoms
 Total thickness +- 22 cm
 Lot is new
 Photos are purely indicative
 You can come and see the different models, colors and 
fabrics during our viewing

600 €
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 Manufacturer's warranty: 2 years
 

90 BULK 6x Physio Pocket Gold 90/200 cm
 Pocket spring mattress with cold foam covers
 7 comfort zones
 350 springs per m2
 Medium hardness
 Suitable for adjustable box springs or bottoms
 Total thickness +- 22 cm
 Lot is new
 Photos are purely indicative
 You can come and see the different models, colors and 
fabrics during our viewing
 Manufacturer's warranty: 2 years

650 €

91 BULK 6x Physio Pocket Gold 90/210 cm
 Pocket spring mattress with cold foam covers
 7 comfort zones
 350 springs per m2
 Medium hardness
 Suitable for adjustable box springs or bottoms
 Total thickness +- 22 cm
 Lot is new
 Photos are purely indicative
 You can come and see the different models, colors and 
fabrics during our viewing
 Manufacturer's warranty: 2 years

700 €

92 BULK 10x Physio Pocket Gold 80/200 cm
 Pocket spring mattress with cold foam covers
 7 comfort zones
 350 springs per m2
 Medium hardness
 Suitable for adjustable box springs or bottoms
 Total thickness +- 22 cm
 Lot is new
 Photos are purely indicative
 You can come and see the different models, colors and 
fabrics during our viewing

950 €
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 Manufacturer's warranty: 2 years

93 BULK 10x Physio Pocket Gold 90/200 cm
 Pocket spring mattress with cold foam covers
 7 comfort zones
 350 springs per m2
 Medium hardness
 Suitable for adjustable box springs or bottoms
 Total thickness +- 22 cm
 Lot is new
 Photos are purely indicative
 You can come and see the different models, colors and 
fabrics during our viewing
 Manufacturer's warranty: 2 years

1.050 €

94 BULK 10x Physio Pocket Gold 90/210 cm
 Pocket spring mattress with cold foam covers
 7 comfort zones
 350 springs per m2
 Medium hardness
 Suitable for adjustable box springs or bottoms
 Total thickness +- 22 cm
 Lot is new
 Photos are purely indicative
 You can come and see the different models, colors and 
fabrics during our viewing
 Manufacturer's warranty: 2 years

1.150 €

95 BULK 6 sets Box spring Barcelona flat 160/200 cm
 Colour black
 2 x fixed tray 80/200 cm
 2 x pocket spring mattress cold foam cover layers with 7 
comfort zones 80/200 cm
 at +- 22 cm thick
 350 springs per m2
Hardness medium 1 x cold foam topper 160/200 on +- 6 
cm
 thick hardness medium
 Headboard 160/102 cm
 Legs wood and around 12 pieces per set
 Total lying height 58 cm

2.250 €
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96 BULK 4 sets Box spring Barcelona flat 180/200 cm
 Colour: Grey
 2 x fixed container 90/200 cm
 2 x pocket spring mattress cold foam cover layers with 7 
comfort zones 90/200 cm
 at +- 22 cm thick
 350 springs per m2
Hardness medium 1 x cold foam topper 180/200 on +- 6 
cm
 thick hardness medium
 Headboard 180/102 cm
 Legs wood and around 12 pieces per set
 Total lying height 58 cm
 Lot is new
 Photos are purely indicative
 You can come and see the different models, colors and 
fabrics during our viewing
 Manufacturer's warranty: 2 years

1.550 €
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